DISCOVERY BOTTLES

Play provides an opportunity for your little one to explore and learn through their senses. Discovery bottles are a simple and homemade way for babies to explore new colors, textures, and effects.

MATERIALS

- Clear bottles
- Water
- Beads, jingles, feathers, etc

HOW TO PLAY

Encourage your baby to play with each bottle. Turn them upside down, shake them up, and watch what happens inside!

Safety tip: Be sure the bottles are kept tightly closed and taped shut. Don’t let your baby chew on the bottles.

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!

- Talk about the colors or objects inside the bottles. “What do you see? I see blue water!”

- Bottles with noise making objects can be used as shakers - shake the different bottles. “Does this one make a sound? Yes, it rattles!”
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